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High pressure: one of the many tools to study
material properties at extreme conditions
Nandini Garg*
High Pressure and Synchrotron Radiation Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai 400 094, India

High pressure is a powerful and clean variable, which
when applied can bring about large changes in structure and properties of materials. It can be used to
simulate the conditions found deep inside the earth or
in different planetary interiors. It is widely used in
chemical industry, especially when the chemical reaction products have lower volumes than the initial reactants, and also in the food preservation industry,
where it ensures that aromas and flavours are not lost
even after preservation. Materials under pressure can
be studied both theoretically and experimentally. In
this article apart from discussing how to set up a basic
high pressure experiment using the DAC, some examples have been elaborated to show how both experiments and theory complement each other and both
put together can help in a deeper understanding of the
changes brought about by application of high pressure.
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Introduction
SINCE a major part of the universe is subjected to extreme
pressure, temperature or electric and magnetic fields, scientists have put in a lot of effort to understand the effect
of these extreme conditions on matter and its properties.
If we apply pressure in excess of a million atmospheres
we can understand the structure and properties of materials deep in the earth or cores of stars and planets. On the
other hand study of matter at temperatures ~2 trillion
degrees would help in understanding very different states
of matter and may be the evolution of the universe.
Simultaneous application of extreme pressure and temperature, can help in realizing nuclear fusion in the laboratory thus unravelling several secrets in astrophysics1. It
is well known that several materials show exotic properties like superfluidity, superconductivity, etc. at very
low temperatures. Even under extreme magnetic fields
>105 Tesla, a new kind of chemical bond (perpendicular
paramagnetic bond) may exist, which may enable bonding of H2 in the triplet state2.
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Study of materials at high pressure is fascinating as,
when compared to all other physical variables, it spans
almost ~50 orders of magnitude, i.e. 10–24 GPa in intergalactic space to 10 26 GPa at the centre of neutron stars3.
Research on the effect of dynamic pressure on say, steel
and concrete, could help us to design a promenade or a
building which could withstand the dynamic pressures
experienced by the crashing of waves or a bomb blast.
Similarly understanding the effects of static pressure on
different minerals deep inside the earth could enable us to
synthesize some of the exotic minerals spewed out by
mother earth. The deep sea expedition by the famous film
director James Cameron has shown the existence of life
even at the bottom of the Mariana trench where the static
pressure is ~1 Kbar (ref. 4). A deeper understanding of
the effect of pressure on these organisms could help us to
understand the beginning of life on earth 5,6.
Subjecting matter to high pressure or low temperature,
essentially results in a reduction of the inter-atomic distances. However, there is a fundamental difference between both these processes. Application of pressure leads
to an increased overlap of the outermost orbitals of the
constituent atoms and thus increases the repulsive forces.
This alters or deforms the inter-atomic potential. However lowering of temperature essentially reduces the
vibrational energy of atoms. In this case also the mean
distance between atoms reduces, but, the reduction is due
to anharmonicity of inter-atomic potentials in real solids.
Application of pressure has more pronounced effects than
lowering of temperature as the change in Gibbs-free
energy per GPa is 150 times the change brought about per
degree centrigrate7. So in the former case when the repulsive forces become large due to increased overlap of outermost orbitals, the atoms in the system try to lower the
free energy by rearranging themselves. This may lead to
different kinds of phase transitions and the new phases
could be manifested with different interesting properties8.
Even on lowering of temperature we can encounter phase
transitions involving structural changes or simply
changes in properties of the system, but, the effects are
far less pronounced than observed at high pressure.
In the past, knowledge of how diamonds were made
deep inside the earth helped scientists make high pressure
high temperature (HPHT) diamonds in the laboratory,
which is now a big industry all over the world9. Cubic
boron nitride (a very hard material) synthesized at HPHT
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by Wentorf et al.10 is widely used as an abrasive, in making tools for machining, grinding, drilling and cutting. It
is a much better alternative for diamond in the steel industry or say in the oil and gas industry. In recent times
strongest known materials are nano polycrystalline diamonds11,12 or nano crystalline diamonds13 synthesized at
HPHT. Their extraordinary properties like extreme hardness, thermal stability, fracture toughness, and wear resistance have led to their commercial production for usage
in manufacturing of hard tools, etc.14,15.
Study of materials at high pressure, also helps to quell
our basic curiosity about structure of the earth or distant
planets and stars in the universe, as can be seen by some
recent interesting studies. For example last year,
McWilliams et al.16 carried out infrared absorption
experiments on noble gases and tried to provide an understanding about the slow rate of cooling of the outer
atmosphere of white dwarf stars, contrary to earlier predictions17,18. These authors showed that as observed in
amorphous silicon 19, even in noble gases like He, optical
absorption was dominated by localized defect states
within the band gap and was not due to free electrons.
Since optical opacity caused by free electrons is less than
that of the localized defect states it is understandable why
the earlier predictions were showing a higher rate of cooling16. In another study, formation of seifertite a polymorph of SiO2 at 11 GPa, solved the long lasting
Seifertite puzzle. (The presence of this polymorph in
achondritic shocked meteorites formed on Mars and
moon could not be explained and had been coined the
Seifertite puzzle.)20 Recent shock melting studies on
stishovite revealed that high pressure liquid SiO2 is electrically conducting and could contribute to large magnetic
fields in very large terrestrial exoplanets. These magnetic
fields are similar to those contributed by iron cores of
smaller planets like our earth 21.
With the help of variable composition evolutionary
algorithms combined with ab initio calculations, several
new binary and ternary stoichiometric compounds of the
Mg–Si–O system like SiO3, SiO, MgSiO3, MgSi3 O12 have
been predicted to form at ~TPa pressures. This information can be used to model and understand the interiors of
giant exoplanets22. Wang et al.23 have shown that contrary to earlier understanding, carbonic acid could be a
stable species in the aqueous fluids found in the subduction zone of the earth (P > 2.4 GPa). Even simple oxides
of iron like hematite and magnetite decompose at 60–
70 GPa and 2500 K to release large amounts of oxygen
and form novel oxides of iron. These experiments suggest
the presence of an oxygen-rich liquid in the deep interiors
of the earth24. Thus it can be seen that these new studies
on carbonic acid and iron oxides can be used in better
geochemical modelling of the earth.
It was predicted several decades ago that hydrogen gas
when subjected to pressure would metalize and become
superconducting at room temperature25–27. Several
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research groups around the world are trying hard to metallize hydrogen, as it could be the key to open up the secrets of our solar system and also due to its potential
technological applications in electronics28. However,
even though several high pressure phases of hydrogen
have been discovered, no research group has been able to
unambiguously prove the existence of metallic hydrogen
till date29–32. Recently Drozdov et al.33 could show that
when H2 S was subjected to ~90 GPa pressure it became
superconducting at 203 K, the highest reported Tc so far.
They have shown that H2 S actually dissociates to H3 S at
high pressure which is responsible for the superconducting transition. Ab initio studies by Ge et al.34, predict that
Tc can be further raised to 280 K by partially substituting
sulphur in H2 S with phosphorous. Application of pressure
can alter chemistry, by formation of non-stoichimetric
compounds, as observed in common rocksalt or could
make non reacting noble gases reactive16,35. Recently
high pressure chemical reactions leading to formation of
unexpected new stable stoichiometric calcium carbides
were predicted by theory and vetted by experiments36.
However, it is not necessary that only very high pressures
can bring about significant useful changes, which can be
used by industry. Exploiting the negative claperyon slope
(i.e. melting temperature decreases at high pressure) of
water, sub-zero temperatures can be used for storage of
blood cells, stem cells, human organs, etc. without the
need to freeze them37. A good example of high pressure
induced chemical reactions is polymerization of the
biocompatible polymer 2-(hydroxyethyl) methacrylate
(HEMA) on pressure release from 6 GPa. Polymerized
HEMA can have a lot of medical applications when
formed in the absence of toxic initiators38. A widely used
technique for hydrogen production is the treatment of
vapourized hydrocarbons with steam at high pressure
(15–40 bar) high temperature (650–950C) in the presence of photocatalysts39.
In the food preservation industry also, high pressure, or
high pressure combined with TiO2-UV photocatalysis is
widely used to inactivate bacterial pathogens40,41. The
covalent bonds in food items are responsible for their flavour, colour, texture and nutritive content37. These bonds
do not get affected at the normal pressures of 300–
600 MPa to which these food items are subjected. Thus
the food items retain their sensory properties but are free
from pathogens, microorganisms and food spoiling enzymes, which lead to their decay. For example strawberry
jam when processed at 294 MPa for 20 min retains 95%
of vitamin C and its flavour and gets rid of the yeast and
bacteria which are responsible for its spoilage42,43.
Based on the Le Chatliers principle if a systems equilibrium is disturbed by application of temperature pressure, etc., the reaction proceeds in a direction which
reduces the effect of the change. So if in a reaction the
products of the reaction have lower molar volume, application of pressure will enhance the rate of reaction. For
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example is the famous Haber process for synthesis of
ammonia pressure enhances the rate of production of
ammonia. It is also interesting to note that calcium
carbonate deposits are not found on the floor of the
Pacific ocean but are found in the Atlantic ocean. This is
because the dissolution of calcium carbonate proceeds
with a reduction in volume and the pressure at the bottom
of the Pacific ocean helps to dissolve calcium carbonate
from the skeletons of fishes, etc.44.
Thus we see that application of pressure is an
extremely powerful and clean variable which brings
about large changes in structure and properties without
changing the chemical composition or thermal energy of
the system. It helps us to understand the relationship
between structure and properties and also helps us to design new materials for different applications.

Methods and diagnostics
Several experimental45,46 and theoretical methods have
been devised/formulated to understand the pressure response of different materials, which depend on peak pressures as well as strain rates. The dynamics of the pressure
response can vary from 10–17 s–1 to 107 s–1 as observed in
slow movement of tectonic plates or subjecting materials
to shock pressures. In many experiments when it is difficult to attain the exact temperature and/or pressure conditions or when we want to understand the changes in
different materials at the atomistic levels we can take the
help of theoretical methods. There are several theoretical
methods like classical molecular dynamics (CMD)47, ab
initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) 48, Monte Carlo calculations49, etc. which can be used. We can also predict and
design new crystal structures with the help of the new
evolutionary algorithms like the USPEX, etc.50.
In the laboratory high dynamic pressures (generating
strain rates between 104–1011 s–1) can be generated with
the help of gas guns (~7 Mbar), explosives or with the
help of pulsed high power lasers (~TPa). Static pressures
(generating strain rates between 10 –4–10–2 s–1) can be obtained with the help of diamond anvil cells or large volume presses. Though most of the diamond cells (DAC)
can easily attain pressures of 50 GPa, recent developments by Natalia et al. 51 have raised the limit of static
pressures obtainable in the laboratory to the TPa regime.
In the large volume presses also using tungsten carbide
anvils we can reach 30 GPa easily52, but usage of sintered
diamond anvils raises the pressure limit to 100 GPa (ref.
53). Apart from a few studies using the dynamic DAC the
strain rate region of 10–2–104 s–1 is largely unexplored54.
In this article the main focus is on the static high pressure technique using the diamond anvil cells. The DAC is
a simple device comprising two gem quality diamonds
cut at the tip to create a flat surface (culet) of  ~ 300–
400 m (Figure 1).
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These diamonds are mounted on two different flat
backing plates of the piston and cylinder as shown in
Figure 2 a and b. The piston diamond can be pressed
against the cylinder diamond with the help of screws or
lever arms which work on the nut cracker principle (Figure 2 c). Typically a thin metal (steel, inconel, tungsten,
rhenium, copper beryllium, boron, beryllium) gasket of
~120 to 250 m, is compressed between the diamonds to
the required thickness (30–120 m) (Figure 1 a and b).
Subsequently a small hole is made at the centre of the
diamond indentation and this thin sheet is then remounted
on the diamond anvil (Figure 1 c). This hole acts as a
sample chamber and is filled with ~100 g of sample,
along with the pressure marker and a fluid/gas medium
for applying hydrostatic pressure around the sample
material. The sample chamber is sealed by pushing the
piston into the cylinder and the DAC is ready to carry out
different kinds of experiments.
Several diamond anvil cells (Figures 2 and 3) have
been developed by us to carry out high pressure, powder
and single crystal diffraction studies and infrared absorption (IR) studies. Some of these cells are capable of
achieving pressures of ~1 Mb. Beryllium backing plates
fabricated in house, were used for the DAC used for
single crystal studies. Usage of these backing plates
helped to collect the full diffraction rings of polycrystalline samples at high pressure compared to the partial
rings collected with the slotted geometry of the earlier
tungsten backing plates. It also helped to increase the Q
range of measurement (Figure 4).
High pressure DAC based IR absorption studies were
initiated for the first time in the country at the IR absorption beamline at INDUS 1 (ref. 55). With the help of
hyperion microscope the IR beam from the Globar source
could be easily focused onto the sample in the diamond
anvil cell and the data was collected with the help of the
FTS spectrometer. Since the working distance of the 15
lens of the microscope places a constraint on the size of
DAC, the ETH DAC design was modified and the cell
was fabricated at the BARC central workshop, specially
for high pressure infrared absorption studies. Also, since
natural diamonds have large absorption bands as shown
in Figure 5 a, it becomes difficult to study the IR spectra
inside the diamond anvil cell, specially in the 1000–
1500 cm–1 region. To overcome this problem synthetic
(CVD) diamonds (grown by D. S. Mishra of IIT Mumbai,
India) were used for the IR DAC as they have fewer
absorption bands as shown in Figure 5 b. However, even
these diamonds are not suitable to collect the IR absorption spectra in the 2000 cm–1 region and to specifically
measure the spectra in this band, (like the absorption
band of CN stretch in Ag3 Co(CN)6 ) moissanite anvils
were used. These anvils do not have a very strong absorption band in this region as shown in Figure 5 c.
To get a good IR spectra or good X-ray diffraction pattern from the powder samples, sample preparation has to
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017
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Figure 1. a, A schematic depicting the diamond anvils in opposing geometry with the gasket, sample and ruby. Mostly diamonds are used as anvil
material for high pressure studies because of their hardness and excellent transparency to electromagnetic radiation extending from the far infrared
to X-ray and  -ray energies. However, anvils like sapphire, ruby and moissanite have also been used depending upon the requirement of the
experiment128–130 . b, An indented gasket showing the diamond indentation. c, Gasket with a 100 m central hole which acts as the sample chamber.

Figure 2. a, b, Diamond anvil, mounted on the piston and cylinder of the Mao Bell kind of DAC. c, The lever arm which helps in
applying pressure to the samples in the diamond anvil cell.

be done careful. In the case of powder X-ray diffraction
the samples should be finely powdered to avoid a spotty
diffraction pattern due to micro-crystallites as shown in
Figure 6 a. However, samples sensitive to non-hydrostatic
stresses, tend to transform to new phases when ground in
a pestle mortar and hence care must be taken while preparing the powders.
For a good IR absorption spectra the sample has to be
diluted by mixing it with either CsI or KBr such that the
observed absorption peaks do not saturate. In these studies the KBr and CsI matrix also acts as a pressure transmitting medium (PTM). However, for X-ray diffraction
and Raman spectroscopic studies, solid pressure transmitters are generally not used. While choosing a PTM it has
to be ensured that it does not have diffraction peaks or
Raman vibrational modes, which interfere with the
experiment. In most of the experiments, a mixture of
organic liquids, like methanol ethanol (4 : 1) is used. This
remains quasihydrostatic till ~10 GPa (ref. 56). But, if an
inert or quasihydrostatic environment is desired in the
sample chamber up to higher pressures, gases can also be
used as PTM. Unlike liquid and solid pressure transmitters, these gases need either cryogenic loading or comCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017

pressed gas loading. Cryogenic gas loading can be carried
out making a special chamber, mounted with a two-step
locking device57. However, based on the same principle
we developed a very simple cryogenic gas loading system
with which Argon gas (quasi hydrostatic limit ~18 GPa)56
can be easily loaded into the sample chamber (Figure 7).
A tin can (any waste empty can) is wound by a hollow
copper tube which is connected to a high purity Argon
(99.99%) cylinder as shown in Figure 7. The Mao Bell
cell can be put inside the tin cylinder (A) and this cylinder can now be put inside a bigger thermocol box (B).
Argon gas is passed through the tubing to remove any
traces of moisture etc. Subsequently liquid nitrogen filled
into the outer thermocol box (immersing the copper tubing), results in liquification of Argon. Once the DAC is
half submerged in liquid Argon up to the level of the
sample, it is clamped. The main disadvantage of this type
of loading is that the initial pressures cannot be finely
controlled and many a time the initial pressure is a few
GPa. Also ensuring that the sample does not get dislodged
because of the bubbling of liquid argon is a bit tricky.
Determining the exact pressure that the sample is
experiencing is an important part of high pressure
1433
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Figure 3. a, DAC developed for single crystal diffraction and IR studies. b, Short Mao Bell
kind of cell equipped with beryllium backing plate or cubic boron nitride backing plate and
capable of attaining ~1 Mbar pressure.

Figure 4. a, Powder diffraction pattern with the slotted slit geometry. b, Full powder diffraction rings collected
with the beryllium backing plate.

experiments. Mostly we use secondary pressure standards
which have been identified by calibrating some pressure
dependent variable (fluorescence, vibrational mode,
1434

phase transition pressures, etc.) with the primary pressure
scale. The choice of pressure standard is based on the requirements of an experiment. For example the pressures
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Figure 5.

IR absorption spectra of (a) natural diamond, (b) synthetic (CVD) diamond and (c) moisannite.

Figure 7. Cryogenic gas loading system developed in our lab. It
shows the inner tin A and the outer thermocol box B. The DAC is
inside the inner tin A.

Figure 6. The two-dimensional powder diffraction pattern a, The
spotty nature of the diffraction shows that the sample is poorly ground.
b, The smooth diffraction lines obtained from a good powder.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017

in large volume presses are calibrated by interpolating
between the phase transition pressures of materials like
bismuth which show large changes in resistance at some
fixed pressures. However, since the diamond anvil cell
has an optical window, the ‘ruby fluorescence scale’ is
mostly used to measure the pressure, which would be difficult in the case of a large volume press58–62. For X-ray
diffraction experiments the pressure can be measured in
situ, by using the previously determined equation of state
of metals like Au, Pt, Ag, NaCl, etc.63. However, it
should be ensured that the sample and the internal standards do not have overlapping diffraction peaks. Also, the
internal standard should not undergo a phase transformation in the pressure range of the desired experiment.
1435
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Once the sample chamber is loaded with the sample,
pressure marker and the pressure transmitting medium,
the DAC is sealed and is ready to carry out different
experiments like X-ray diffraction (single crystal and
powder), Raman and Brillouin spectroscopic studies, IR
absorption and reflection studies, transport property
measurements, magnetic susceptibility studies, etc. All
these experimental facilities exist in HP&SRPD at Trombay. However, to carry out high pressure X-ray diffraction experiments in the diamond anvil cell, an extreme
condition beamline was also developed at INDUS2
Indore64. At this beamline the beam can be focused down
to less than 100  and can thus avoid contaminating the
diffraction pattern from the gasket peaks. Also the tiny
sample in the diamond anvil cell can be aligned into the
beam with ease by using the software developed at
HP&SRPD. This beamline (Figure 8) has a provision to
carry out experiments in both angle dispersive and energy
dispersive geometry.

Some research problems
From the introduction it is apparent that most of the recent high pressure studies have both an experimental
proof and a theoretical backing explaining the different
results. At HP&SRPD, Trombay, several theoreticians
and experimentalists work hand in hand to understand the

Figure 8. Picture showing the ECXRD BL11 beamline at INDUS2 in
the energy dispersive mode.

Figure 9.
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Quartz and Cmcm phase of AlPO 4 .

high pressure behavior of different kinds of materials like
geophysically relevant materials, nuclear encapsulants,
organic, organic-inorganic, magnetic, nanomaterials, etc.
In this article a few of these studies have been discussed
which highlight the importance of having both experimental and theoretical understanding of the high pressure
behaviour of these materials.

Berlinite (AlPO4)
There have been several high pressure studies on berlinite, as it is iso-structural to quartz and hence is geophysically relevant. More than two decades back berlinite
created a lot of flutter in the scientific community as
laboratory X-ray diffraction experiments showed that it
became amorphous at high pressure but reverted back to
the original single crystal retaining the same orientations
on pressure release65. This understanding resulted in it
being termed as memory glass. Our laboratory experiments on powdered berlinite also yielded the same results66,67. There were several theoretical explanations for
this unusual behaviour of berlinite in which the most
striking and pictographic explanation was by Tse and
Klug68, wherein they showed that the spiralling AlO4 and
PO4 tetrahedra distort, and smoothly rotate into empty
spaces in the crystal on application of pressure and just
unwind on release. However, subsequent enthalpy calculations indicated that the cmcm phase of AlPO4 was stable beyond 12 GPa and the amorphization in the parent
quartz phase could have been a result of kinetic frustration69. Even Gillet et al. 70 showed that the high pressure
phase of berlinite was not amorphous, and iso-structural
-FePO4 and -GaPO4 were shown to transform from alpha to cmcm phase70–72. To reconcile with these results
we carried out molecular dynamical calculations starting
with a larger number of atoms (6  6  4 unit cells with
2592 atoms, to avoid the observation of disorder caused
by the limited number of atoms) in our macro cell. Our
studies showed that berlinite was not X-ray amorphous
even at 30 GPa. The cmcm phase could neither be stabilized at ambient pressure, nor could be observed in a
direct transformation from berlinite to the cmcm phase.
However, it could be stabilized on suddenly pressurizing
the system to beyond 20 GPa (similar to dispersing a
cmcm phase in an elastomer and observing the shock
response) indicating that it indeed had a range of stability
at high pressure73. Our subsequent X-ray diffraction
experiments at an intense X-ray source (Spring 8) showed
that the berlinite phase could be observed till 40 GPa coexisting with a poorly crystallized cmcm phase beyond
11 GPa (ref. 74). The poor crystallanity of the cmcm
phase could be the reason why earlier X-ray diffraction
studies concluded amorphization of berlinite. In fact
years later, Pellicer Porres et al.75 could overcome the
large kinetic resistance in the formation of the cmcm
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017
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phase by laser annealing the sample at 14 GPa, resulting
in a fully crystallized cmcm phase. These studies indicate
that if we have a weak X-ray probe or if the high pressure
phase is poorly crystalline we should be cautious while
concluding amorphization. Also while carrying out classical MD calculations we should ensure that the number
of atoms is large enough such that at least the central
atoms of the chosen macro cell are able to depict the
pressure response closely.

Germanium dioxide
GeO2 in its various states, i.e., crystalline, amorphous or
liquid, has been an extensively studied material of geophysical relevance, owing to its importance to the fact
that it is a high pressure analog of SiO2. Theoretically and
experimentally it has been shown that amorphous SiO2
transforms from a low density amorphous phase (LDA)
(4 coordinated) to a high density amorphous phase
(HDA) (6 coordinated) via an intermediate state having
an average coordination of 5 (refs 76–80). Though several experiments showed a LDA to HDA transformation
in vitreous GeO2 (refs 81–84), Guthrie et al.85 seemed to
suggest that the coordination change in Ge–O is not a
continuous change from 4–6 but proceeds via a plateau of
pure pentahedrally coordinated Ge–O between 6–10 GPa.
This was somehow not convincing as our studies on
amorphous quartz had shown that the coordination increases from 4 to 6 (ref. 80). Also as the atomic movements can be followed in an MD calculation, the high
pressure amorphous phase of SiO2 could be visualized as
a mixture of 4, 5 and 6 coordinated Si–O. To understand
these85 unusual experimental results we carried out MD
calculations on vitreous GeO2 and did not find any high
pressure region in which Ge–O showed a purely pentahedrally coordinated state (Figure 10)86. Subsequent to our
studies86 their have been several theoretical and experimental studies like EXAFS, inelastic X-ray scattering,
and neutron diffraction, but none of them supported the
presence of a pure pentahedral state of Ge–O thus vetting
our results87–92. Since collection of good data of vitreous
samples is experimentally challenging, and analysis of
this data is non-trivial, specially if it is noisy, it is possible that the extracted coordination of Ge–O from earlier
X-ray and neutron diffraction data may not have been reliable85. Recently some very good diffraction experiments
by Konoa et al.93 have shown that in vitreous samples of
GeO2, the Ge–O coordination increases to 7.4 at 90 GPa.

high pressure is not very easy as the powder diffraction
data may be limited or weak, and in addition, there may
be several competing structures. Most of the refinement
programmes start with a model structure and carry out a
least square refinement with respect to the collected diffraction data. However, if the initial structural model is
not very close to the structure of the high pressure phase,
the refinement may result in a local minima rather than a
global minima. We may end up with strained bonds or
altogether erroneous structures. Unlike first principles
calculations, these refinement programmes do not factor
in the energetics involved, in the changing of the chemical bonds or force fields with pressure (To mitigate this
problem to some extent we incorporate constraints into
the refinement model). This often leads to structure solutions which may in reality have no stability. To overcome
this problem, the results from rietveld refinement were
interweaved with first principle studies to arrive at realistic structure solutions for these compounds. In this
method some initial structure model is determined with
the help of rietveld refinement methods. The coordinates
from these refinements are then used as the starting coordinates in ab initio calculations and the structures are
allowed to relax and stabilize by minimizing the interatomic forces. Once again the stabilized structure is used
as the initial model for the rietveld refinement. This process can be repeated till a satisfactory structure of the
high pressure phase is determined.
Using this methodology, the high pressure structure of
both bismuth ferrite94 and erbium lithium fluoride was
determined successfully95. BiFeO3 is a multiferroic material with a rhombohedraly distorted perovskite structure
(R3c). In literature there were several96–100 varied reports
which showed, that BiFeO3 transforms from R3c to
Pnma, via a monoclinic phase or two orthorhombic
phases. With the help of our combined theoretical and
experimental approach we determined that the first high

Bismuth ferrite and YLiF4
The examples in this section demonstrate how both first
principles calculations and rietveld least square refinement methods can be used to arrive at the structure of
new high pressure phases. Mostly structure solution at
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017

Figure 10. Average coordination of Ge–O and variation of abundance
of Ge–O coordination as a function of pressure. (Reproduced from ref.
89 with copyright permission from APS).
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pressure phase of BiFeO3 is orthorhombic P2221 and not
C2/m (ref. 94).
Similarly in ErLiF4 a scheelite structured fluoride, the
first high pressure phase could be fitted to the wellknown fergusonite phase. However, since the diffraction
contrast between light elements like ‘Li’ and ‘F’ and
heavy metals like ‘Er’ is large in the X-ray diffraction
data, the atomic coordinates of the lighter atoms could
not be determined with high precision. To get better positions of the lighter elements, ab initio calculations were
carried out, wherein the configuration energy was minimized by relaxing the bond strains. Thus the refined
structure of the fergusonite phase could be determined95.

Porous silicon
Both bulk and nano-silicon, due to their wonderful properties have a lot of technological importance, specially in
the electronics sector. Bulk silicon is known to transform
to several dense phases with similar or higher coordination like -tin, primitive hexagonal (ph), orthorhombic
(Cmca), hexagonal close packed (hcp) and face centred
cubic (fcc) at high pressures101–108. Though, Tolbert et
al.105 showed that 10–50 nm silicon did not transform to
the beta tin or orthorhombic phases but directly transformed to the ‘ph’ phase, silicon nano wires showed the
same sequence of phase transition as observed in bulk.
However, it was a bit surprising that 5 nm silicon particles embedded in porous silicon amorphized rather than
undergoing transformations to crystalline phases 109. As
silicon has a negative claperyon slope these results were
rationalized in terms of pseudomelting109. However, our
X-ray diffraction studies at an intense synchrotron source
Spring8, showed that 5 nm silicon particles embedded in
porous silicon, transformed directly to the ‘ph’ phase and
amorphized only on release of pressure110. This discrepancy between earlier results and our results was because
the earlier authors had erroneously concluded amorphization based on Raman results. (The ‘ph’ phase has no Raman active modes and hence appears amorphous)
Interestingly the amorphous to ‘ph’ phase transformation showed recyclability. It is known that when a bulk
material is suddenly decompressed, or a liquid is suddenly cooled the metastable amorphous phase can get
trapped. However, in the present case, even on slow release of pressure, a nano cluster of silicon was transforming from the crystalline ‘ph’ structure to an amorphous
structure, indicating that this transformation was not kinetics-dependent. This was also confirmed with the help
of ab initio calculations, wherein stability of small clusters of silicon having the beta tin phase, amorphous phase
and the diamond phase (Figure 11) was examined at ambient pressure and the amorphous structure was found to
be the most stable with minimum total energy110 . Also
reversible crystal-to-crystal transformations can be un1438

derstood as a collective reordering of the atoms from one
phase to another as there exists long range order. However, in reversible disordered solid to crystal transformation it is difficult to imagine a simple transformation
path. The reversible transformation from amorphous to
‘ph’ can be explained if the energy barriers for formation
of other crystalline phases are always larger than that of
the ‘ph’ phase. Even though -Sn and Imma phases have
a region of stability close to that of the ‘ph’ phase, invoking the thermodynamical model based on the random nucleation and growth process we showed that beyond
5 GPa, both the critical diameter for nucleation and the
nucleation work are lower for the ‘ph’ phase. This could
lead to a higher nucleation rate of the ‘ph’ phase and
hence its preferential crystallization 111. Even model calculations, where a cluster of ‘ph’ silicon was surrounded
by 28,000 liquid atoms, and the liquid was treated classically but the cluster was treated by ab initio methods,
showed that at ambient pressure the ‘ph’ cluster became
disordered as shown in Figure 12. Thus with the help of
both theory and experiments we could show that amorphous state is the stable state at ambient conditions in
nanosilicon and due to increased nucleation rate of ‘ph’
phase, viz. beta tin and Imma, in nanocrystals, nanoamorphous silicon crystallizes to the ‘ph’ phase on application of pressure.

Yttrium chromate
All high pressure studies on bulk zircon and zircon structured materials have shown that they transform from the
zircon to the scheelite structure at high pressure112,113.
Kusaba et al.114 had suggested that the angle of intersection between the a and b direction changes abruptly from

Figure 11. Cluster of silicon at ambient pressure. a, Diamond phase;
b, Relaxed beta tin phase; c, Amorphous phase.

Figure 12. Silicon cluster in the ‘ph’ phase at different pressures and
surrounded by atoms depicting a liquid which was treated classically
(reproduced from thesis of K. V. Shanavas).
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Figure 13. a, The basal ab plane of the zircon phase of YCrO 4 . The yttrium, oxygen and chromium atoms are shown in blue, red and
green colours. b, This shows the distortion in the basal plane which will lead to the scheelite phase. The b and c axis of the scheelite phase
have been shown in the figure as b s and c s.

90 to 115, due to the shear in the basal plane, resulting
in the zircon to scheelite phase transformation (Figure
13). However, if the angle changes smoothly during
transformation then the intermediate states have to have a
monoclinic symmetry and cannot satisfy the tetragonal
symmetry. Based on group-subgroup analysis, some
authors have suggested that the transformation path of
zircon to scheelite phase transformation is I41 /amd 
Fddd  C2/c  I41 /a (ref. 115), but none of the experimental studies could show the presence of the intermediate monoclinic phase. Since all these studies were on bulk
materials, and it is known that certain transformations are
possible when working in the nano-regime due to altered
surface and total energies of nanosamples we decided to
explore the presence of monoclinic phase in nanoyttrium
chromate. Our conclusions from the experimental data,
on the presence of the intermediate monoclinic phase,
were based on the interpretations from a close analysis of
the full width half maxima of the diffraction peaks 116.
However, since the diffraction peaks were not well resolved and the differences were very subtle, there was a
need to verify if indeed the intermediate phase existed.
Total energy calculations were carried out using ab initio
methods and it was observed that monoclinic phase
indeed had lower energy than the scheelite phase, thus
giving us confidence that the monoclinic phase could be
stabilized under favourable conditions116.

Lanthanum hafnate
Pyrochlores are important materials in the nuclear industry, as, due to their retention of actinides and lanthanides,
they can be used for fixation of nuclear waste117–119. Lanthanum hafnate, a pyrochlore, is also a potential candidate for usage as a nuclear encapsulant, specially as one
of its constituents hafnium, is a neutron absorber. However, to understand its usability we have to be sure that it
has a stable structure and has long term mechanical and
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 112, NO. 7, 10 APRIL 2017

chemical durability with respect to natural calamities like
earthquakes, etc. Our high pressure experimental studies
indicate that it dissociates into its constituent oxides at
high pressure. To understand the dissociation of lanthanum hafnate at high pressures, ab initio calculations were
carried out. These studies showed that the constituent oxides (HfO2 and La2 O3 ), indeed, had a lower free energy
when compared to lanthanum hafnate, at high pressure,
thus explaining the high pressure dissociation of this
pyrochlore. Thus it can be seen that with the help of both
experimental and theoretical studies we were able to conclude that lanthanum hafnate may not be suitable as a
nuclear encapsulant120.

Organic molecular solids
Oxalic acid dihydrate is the simplest dicarboxylic acid
complex and has a very short hydrogen bond between
water and oxalic acid at ambient pressure121. Proton dynamics across such short, nearly symmetric hydrogen bonds
could lead to several bio-geological processes122–125. Proton transfer between water and oxalic acid across this
short hydrogen bond has not been observed at ambient or
low temperature. However, our high pressure IR studies
(emergence of the O–H mode at ~3100 cm–1 ) clearly
showed the presence of hydronium ion (H3O) beyond
2 GPa, indicating proton migration from oxalic acid to
water126. These experimental studies were vetted with ab
initio calculations by A. K. Verma which clearly showed
the transfer of proton, along the O–H–O bond, at very
low pressures. However, here it is worth mentioning that
with the standalone IR results it would have been difficult
to arrive at this conclusion, as the IR mode present at
3100 cm–1 which is a definitive signature of the hydronium ion, is actually a very broad band and can be easily
mistaken to be a part of the background if the fitting is
not done properly. Even glycinium oxalate (GO), the
simplest amino acid−carboxylic acid complex, has very
1439
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short hydrogen bonds. Our high pressure IR and Raman
studies have shown a dynamic sharing of the proton
between the two semioxalate units of glycinium oxalate,
thus mimicking a symmetric hydrogen bond state. These
results were corroborated with the help of ab initio calculations which showed that the probability of crossing the
midpoint between the oxalates increased with pressure127.

Conclusions
From this article it can be seen that application of high
pressure brings about a myriad of exciting changes. It can
lead to crystal-to-crystal changes or could lead to amorphization. There are studies where we have seen insulator
to metal transitions and also piezochromic behaviour at
high pressure8. Specially, with the pressure limits being
pushed to terapascals51 with the help of the small DAC in
the lab and with better and better diagnostic equipment
we can expect to see major advances in the field of high
pressure science.
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